Spatiotemporal pattern in somitogenesis: a non-Turing scenario with wave propagation.
Living organisms maintain their lives under far-from-equilibrium conditions by creating a rich variety of spatiotemporal structures in a self-organized manner, such as temporal rhythms, switching phenomena, and development of the body. In this paper, we focus on the dynamical process of morphogens in somitogenesis in mice where propagation of the gene expression level plays an essential role in creating the spatially periodic patterns of the vertebral columns. We present a simple discrete reaction-diffusion model which includes neighboring interaction through an activator, but not diffusion of an inhibitor. We can produce stationary periodic patterns by introducing the effect of spatial discreteness to the field. Based on the present model, we discuss the underlying physical principles that are independent of the details of biomolecular reactions. We also discuss the framework of spatial discreteness based on the reaction-diffusion model in relation to a cellular array, by comparison with an actual experimental observation.